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Treebank Conversion for LTAGGrammar ExtractionAnette Frank, DFKI Saarbr�ucken, GermanyWe present a method for rule-based structure conversionof existing treebanks, which aims at the extraction oflinguistically sound, corpus-based grammars. We applythis method to the NEGRA treebank (Skut et al., 1998)to derive an LTAG grammar of German. We describethe methodology and tools for structure conversion andLTAG extraction. The conversion and grammar extrac-tion process imports linguistic knowledge and generali-sations that are missing in the original treebank. Thissupports extraction of a linguistically sound grammarwith maximal generalisation and extension to unseendata.On a broader perspective our approach contributesto a better understanding on where corpus linguisticsand theoretical syntax can meet and enrich each other.Treebank conversion for extraction of corpus-based grammars While corpus-linguistic methods ex-tend to many areas studied in theoretical and compu-tational linguistics, the (well motivated) preference fortheory-neutral annotations can lead to a gap betweencorpus-based, statistical approaches and theoretical lin-guistics, if corpus annotations cannot be mapped, forexample, to basic structural assumptions of a particularsyntactic framework. Conversion of treebanks towardsstructural assumptions of speci�c syntactic theories isintended to bridge this gap.LTAG grammar extraction is more complex thanextraction of (P)CFGs in that the grammar consistsof a set of lexicalised elementary trees, which encodeall arguments of a lexical head as substitution or ad-junction nodes, modelling an \extended domain of lo-cality" (Joshi and Schabes, 1997). Since modi�ers andrecursively embedding structures are represented as ad-junction trees, they must be factored from at treebanktrees, and rearranged as tree-adjunction structures. Thus,LTAG grammar extraction consists of structure conver-sion and fragmentation of the restructured corpus trees.Treebank Conversion is based on a general tree de-scription language (unlike related work in (Xia, 1999))to allow for exible and �ne-grained de�nition of declar-ative conversion rules. This is particularly important inour application of LTAG grammar extraction, given thechallenges of German syntax in conjunction with thevery at NEGRA annotations.We compile the corpus to a constraint language thatrepresents trees in terms of basic predicates for nodes,mother-daughter and precedence relations, and whichcan be extended to encode grammatical relations, or fea-ture structures (Frank, 2000). Derived description pred-icates (�rst/last daughter, transitivity of dominance/precedence, etc.) allow for concise de�nition of con-version rules. These consist of a Rule Id, a set of Con-straints, and a set of Actions. Constraints specify par-tial con�gurations by means of tree description predi-cates. Actions specify tree modi�cations by removing(-p), changing, or adding (+p) description predicatesp. Recurrent transformation patterns are pre-de�ned ingeneric templates. A rule is recursively applied to eachpartial tree con�guration that satis�es the constraints.Conversion rules are stated in a sequence, and apply ina cascade: the output resulting from application of ruleri provides the input to the following rule ri+1.

The restructured trees are input to tree fragmenta-tion rules. Fragmentation criteria are stated as Con-ditions which refer to categorial and functional annota-tions, as well as specially induced properties, by import-ing external linguistic knowledge, where corpus annota-tions do not provide su�cent distinctions (e.g. transi-tive vs. modal use of modal verbs, etc). Actions aregeneric templates which cut out auxiliary trees, or cuto� subtrees at the speci�ed fragmentation nodes.Current state Treebank conversion and fragment ex-traction are not yet completed. They currently comprise44 conversion and 21 fragmentation rules. From the re-structured corpus (10.000 sentences) we extract 113.525fragments. Out of these, 75.6% are well-typed accordingto a set of 2155 tree templates (generated from 65 basictree types).The remaining 24.4% require further restruc-turing, or are not yet covered by the tree templates.Rule-based induction of linguistic knowledgeThe NEGRA corpus provides a highly informative an-notation scheme. Functional labels provide general con-straints for conversion and fragmentation; re�nementsare steered by �ner categorial distinctions. Yet in manycases annotations are not ideal from a linguistic per-spective. We show how conversion rules, by exploitingexternal linguistic knowledge, can induce missing infor-mation from secondary properties encoded in the cor-pus. We illustrate how to identify German clause typesfor extraction of linguistically sound LTAG trees. Basedon linguistic insight, we further induce missing subjectsin VP and SGF coordination structures.Generalisation and grammar induction Treebankconversion allows for extraction of LTAG grammars withmaximal generalisation and maximal coverage on unseendata, in particular by factorising optional constituents.The next step is grammar induction. On the basis offamilies of construction-speci�c tree types we induceunseen tree fragments from constructional occurrencesfound in the corpus. Morphological generalisations willfurther extend the coverage of the extracted grammar.Corpus linguistics meets theoretical linguisticsAn interesting grey-scale border-line between theoreti-cal and corpus linguistics emerges in this approach togrammar extraction. With continuous extension of con-version and fragmentation rules, the reduced set of non-typed trees moves the border-line between non-classi�edcorpus data and well-typed trees towards a growing,well-de�ned grammar and a remnant of non-classi�edcorpus trees. At some point this border-line cannot,or only with di�culties, be moved further. The gram-mar's \complement set", the set of non-typed corpus-trees, could then be considered the target of research intheoretical syntax. At the same time, non-typed treefragments can live together with well-typed fragments,as regular LTAG grammar components. In this way,corpus-based and theoretical syntax can \meet" in acorpus-derived LTAG grammar.Topological Field Structures We illustrate the ex-ibility of our tree conversion method by providing an al-ternative representation in terms of topological (\�eld")structures. We selected 13 conversion rules that identifyclues for topological structure, and added 8 conversionrules which, based on these clues, transform NEGRAstructures to topological �eld structures. The derivedcorpus can be used as training material for statisticaltopological parsing approaches, or evaluation of existingrule-based topological parsers (Neumann et al., 2000).
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